


PC-2000 – SUPERIOR CYLINDER 
PERFORMANCE, SOUNDPATH ISOLATION

The original SVS subwoofer was a cylinder design, and 
this unique and elegant form factor has since become 
an iconic symbol of SVS performance heritage. The PC-
2000 is our most affordable powered cylinder, but after 
experiencing its performance, no one would dare call it 
‘entry level’. Every component reflects SVS performance 
pedigree, and the PC-2000 obliterates over-priced and 
under-performing brick & mortar subwoofers, even at 
twice the price. It’s also the first subwoofer to come 
standard with the SVS SoundPath Subwoofer Isolation 
System, which decouples and isolates the PC-2000 from 
the flooring, resulting in tighter and cleaner sounding 
bass, less buzz/ rattle in the room, and fewer complaints 
from adjacent neighbors in apartments and townhouses.

SPECIFICATION

»  New, down-firing SVS 12” 2000-series driver
»  New Sledge STA-500D DSP amplifier, 500 watts RMS

(1100 watts peak dynamic)
»  Interchangeable top cap in Premium Black Ash and

Piano Gloss Black
»  Rear-firing 4” high-flow port with large radius inner

and outer flanges
»  High-grade black fabric exterior cover
»  Extremely rigid and strong cylinder enclosure
»  17-270 Hz +/- 3 dB
»  Dims: 34” (H), 16-5/8” (OD)
»  Weight: 50 pounds

COMPACT FOOTPRINT, PREMIUM FINISH 
VERSATILITY 

With only a 16.5” diameter footprint, the PC-2000 will 
fit into almost any location, and no other subwoofer 
design offers more bass performance per square inch of 
floor space. Using vertical height to achieve a generous 
enclosure volume and a deep-tuned port, the result is 
excellent deep bass performance and outstanding mid-
bass slam – all in a very manageable size.  The all new 
integrated, interchangeable top cap ensures that the PC-
2000 will fit into any décor. 

SVS 12” HIGH OUTPUT DRIVER

Designed from scratch—and optimized to through 
exhaustive testing until it delivered unprecedented 
performance we were after—the all-new 2000-series 
driver does us proud.

»  FEA-optimized motor technology for low distortion.
»  Heavy-duty 2” voice coil for extreme power handling.
»  Upgraded Nomex spider for improved linearity and

driver control at extreme drive levels.

NEW SLEDGE AMPLIFIER STA-500D: PRECISE, 
FLEXIBLE, POWERFUL

»  500 watts RMS continuous (1100 watts peak
dynamic), Class D power with ‘green’ (<0.5 watts
consumption) standby mode.

»  DSP control for accurate response and refined
behavior under all operating conditions.

»  Stereo line-level RCA Input & 80Hz High Pass Filtered
Output connections.

»  3-12V trigger with 1/8” (3.5 mm) TRS mini-jack input.
»  Continuously variable low pass filter frequency with

disable/LFE setting.
»  Continuously variable volume and phase controls.


